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tradition and keep the ship of State steady along the track that
is marked out for it by facts as they are. " Social questions are
so complicated, they are so closely bound up with the totality
of human passions, that more than any other should they
remain concentrated in a limited number of choice minds,
gradually prepared by education for their successful study.
Any other situation is really a pathological case."1 We have
here the true aristocratic idea—the aristocracy of the intelli-
gentsia—which we shall find even more fully developed in
Renan.
There is nothing very new or very startling in all this
Conservatism, once it is "stripped of the apparatus of scientific
terms with which it is presented in the almost unreadable
pages of the Cours de Politique positive. Comte admits himself
that he found in Condorcet the essential principle of founding
politics on history2 ; his sociological laws do not really amount
to more than a denial of the principles of 1789. Comte's real
originality lies mainly in his early refusal to give his philosophy
a kind of religious basis. We stress the word " early'' because,
as is well known, he finally tried to substitute for revealed
religion a religious system of his own invention. "Having
first declared that the religious outlook was typical of the
childhood of mankind, that Europe had moved out of the
metaphysical stage to enter upon the positive, he not only
failed to notice that religious sects swarmed round him, but
ended by inventing the queerest religion ever known." " It
is true," adds Sorel, " that he proclaimed himself the Pope
thereof."3
We are not concerned to discuss here whether or no
Comte's religious system be as queer as Sorel thinks, but only
Comte's incapacity for establishing a system of authority
1 Montesquieu, of. tit., p. 43.
* But neither Comte nor Saint-Simon, who often refers to him too, really
agree with Condorcet's theory of progress, nor with his ignoring of mediaeval
Christianity as hopelessly superstitious. Maistre it was who supplied Comte
with that interpretation of feudalism which he needed to fit in with the idea
of progress outlined by Saint-Simon (<f. Renouvier, Critique philosophise,
X. iL, p. 20).
3 Le Proces de $ aerate, p. 146.
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